Dhrupad (Vocabulary)

Sir name of an Indian family n/m
Family nm
To belong to, to have a relation v/t
To receive education v/t
Music n/f
A kind of Indian music n/m
To learn v/t
Singing n/f
Genre n/f
Only adv
Composition, style, prohibition n/f
Oneness n/f
The lord n/m
By any way adv
Means, by, n/m pp
ancient adj
 Tradition n/f(H)
To get peace v/t
To grow, to be big v/i
Interest n/f
Principle, rule n/m
A kind of music n/m
To apply, to use v/t
Difficult adj
But adv
To get afraid v/i
Taste n/m
Soul, spirit n/f
Diet n/f
Obsession n/m
Life n/f
Direction n/f